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Asset Class Returns as of September 30, 2013 

 
(Source: Bloomberg, FTSE NAREIT, GSCI Commodity Index, S&PTSX Preferred Share Index, MSCI EAFE Index, S&P500 Index, S&PTSX Composite 
Index, Merrill Lynch Canada Bond Index) 

 
Developed Equity Markets 

 The overall outlook for earnings is still constructive as margin pressures remain in check and 
revenue expansion is expected to a modest degree, in line with predicted economic performance. 
We expect middle single-digit annualized Earnings per Share growth over the next 6 to 12 months. 

 Profit margin forecasts by analysts remain positive; their margin expectations are moving further 
into unchartered highs. With continued economic growth and low inflationary pressures (particularly 
labour costs), these expectations remain a possibility. Our base case is for current margins to be 
maintained over the next 6 months.  

 Taking a long term look at earnings, the Shiller PE is not attractive. The Shiller PE uses 10 year 
inflation adjusted earnings. At 23, we are at expensive levels compared to history. The same back 
drop can be identified looking at price to revenue, market value of nonfinancial corporate equities to 
GDP, and numerous other long term measures. This suggests a heavy head wind in place when 
looking at a very long time horizon of approximately 10 years. 

 While not an immediate concern, there has been a rapid increase in leverage in the equity markets 
over the past year. Only recently has there been moderation in the growth. The concern is that the 
market could have a significant correction when that leverage unwinds, similar to 2000 and 2007 

 While the very long term risks are present, it is also important to note where we are in the economic 
cycle; we expect to remain in expansion territory in the medium term. The US remains in a mid-
cycle expansion stage with solid credit growth and continued profit growth fuelling the recent 
multiple expansion. The peak for P/E has historically occurred at very low and stable rates of 
inflation. As long as the economic cycle remains in expansion mode with low stable inflation we 
should see a reasonable multiple expansion. Based on this, there remains some upside to the 
market. 

 
Bond Markets 

 The US Federal Reserve has communicated that they would like to remove some of the stimulus 
that was previously provided, although they see this as taking their foot off the accelerator not 
hitting the brakes.  The ability to do so has diminished somewhat with the political turmoil in 
October with the US shutdown and debt ceiling showdown.  While there is some resolution, it is 
temporary in nature and will re-emerge in the first quarter.   

 Most developed world central banks continue to be concerned about the slow pace of economic 
growth, particularly employment and low inflation rates.  As a result, stimulus is likely to continue 
even if in a somewhat reduced fashion.  In order to move the economy towards capacity, monetary 
policy will continue to keep 10 year rates below the rate of GDP growth.   

 The risk environment has improved over the past couple of years.  While we are likely to have 
hiccups from time to time, the downward pressure that the financial crisis and Europe were putting 
on rates has dissipated.  We anticipate that these forces will arise again, but be more transitory in 
nature until we reach the end of the expansionary phase of the economic cycle.   

 Inflation is a lagging indicator, and the stabilization in the economy is likely to produce rising 
inflation pressures over the coming years.  Core Canadian inflation has been range-bound for the 
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past year between 1-1.45%, currently in the middle of that range at 1.3%, at the low end of the 
Bank of Canada’s 1-3% range.  Policy administrators would welcome rising inflation as it reduces 
their deflationary concerns.  It would not be surprising to see inflation be allowed to run at a higher 
rate than target as this will help reduce the public debt burden and will be justified as balancing the 
downside risks to inflation with the upside costs.   

 Currently, there are limited pressures on inflation, and for the near term we should expect core 
inflation to remain in the range of 1.5-2%.  Looking to longer term bonds, such as 10 year rates, we 
should factor in expectations that inflation will spend a period of time above 2.5%.  Based on the 
current low level of inflation, we should expect inflation premiums to quickly move up as the current 
very low levels of inflation are put behind us. 

 Given the deleveraging backdrop and low growth environment, the US Federal Reserve is unlikely 
to increase its overnight rate until late 2015 or 2016.  The Bank of Canada is unlikely to move 
ahead of the US Federal Reserve.   

 Real GDP growth has stabilized with 2-2.5% growth expected going forward.  There are signs that 
inflation has bottomed and will move up over the next few years, back to and above the Fed’s 2% 
target.  Recent fiscal policy events mean that it is likely that the Fed will delay reducing its 
quantitative easing program, and continue to push real rates substantially below where they should 
be.  A year from now we anticipate that these factors will fade and rates will be on a trajectory 
higher.  The US Federal Reserve will remain concerned about the economy’s ability to grow in a 
higher rate environment.  As such, they will attempt to keep rate increases to a measured pace, 
although their ability to control this is questionable.  In this environment we expect interest rates will 
rise over the coming quarters, with 10 year yields about 0.75%-1% higher in a year’s time.   

 
 

Credit 
 Corporate Health remains in improving territory, but the speed of improvement is approaching a 

stall. Profit margins advanced slightly, and improvement was seen through lower leverage and 
better debt service ratios.  

 Declining yield volatility in the quarter was beneficial for spread product. Nevertheless, US high 
grade corporate bonds attracted slower inflows. There is strong indication that investors are cutting 
duration to corporate bonds. While the outflows from corporate bonds stabilized, other risk-assets, 
primarily equities, are benefiting from capital inflows. 

 In Canada, retail investors were net sellers of domestic fixed income, in favour of international 
balanced funds. This shift transferred a portion of their fixed income exposure outside the country.  
This was offset by very strong international demand. The buying of Canadian corporate bonds by 
international sources was instrumental in mitigating the spread softening on the back of strong new 
issuance. Low benchmark yields are still motivating some fixed income managers to increase 
exposure to credit products in order to partially mitigate low discount rates. 

 During the third quarter, credit spreads remained relatively flat. We expect corporate spreads to 
tighten slightly over the fourth quarter, although at a slower pace than previously expected.  Credit 
markets are in the phase of the credit cycle where most of the return comes from carry rather than 
spread performance and overall credit performance becomes susceptible to external sentiment 
shocks.  In this environment, a stronger market sentiment shock could trace the end of the phase 
and beginning of credit contraction. 

 Our expectation of earnings growth in the middle single-digits, and steady economic growth, 
supports an overweight credit allocation.  

 
 

Global Real Estate 
 After enjoying an extended period of low interest rates which allowed global REITs to post healthy 

returns over recent years, climbing 10 year government bond yields have resulted in 
underperformance and increased volatility thus far in 2013.  REITs particularly affected include 
those that are heavily levered as questions related to their potential ability to service such debt in a 
higher interest rate environment loom.  While most investors look to the asset class for its income 
producing qualities, as opposed to its capital appreciation potential, any threats to the stability of 
their distributions will likely be viewed negatively.  For the moment, we do not view this risk as 
significant; increasing yields will take time to work through depending on when individual REITs 
refinance.   

 Economic conditions influence REIT performance as well.  Cyclicality of property sectors can affect 
how REITs will perform during the economic conditions at play.  Generally, property types with 
shorter lease terms (e.g. hotels, apartments, retail, self-storage) are able to adjust to changes in 
the economy more rapidly and, therefore, tend to outperform in a rising rate environment.  Hence, 
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should rates rise over the next year as we expect, and the economy grows modestly, while 
unemployment remains stable or declines, REIT performance should stabilize in 2014. 
   

 

Equitable Asset Management’s Asset Class Positioning Biases 
 

Asset Class Benchmark Relative Weight* Previous Weight 
Cash Neutral Overweight 
Fixed Income Underweight Underweight 

Duration Underweight Underweight 
Credit Overweight Overweight 

Equities Overweight Neutral 
Canada Overweight Neutral 

US  Overweight Overweight 
International (Europe / Asia) Neutral Underweight 

Global Real Estate Neutral Neutral 

Other Asset Classes Neutral Neutral 

*The stated positioning biases are relative to the benchmark allocation of the Equtiable Life Active Balanced Porfolio, and are 

reflective of the outlook for the year as at the time of writing.  These positions may or may not reflect the current positioning of the 
fund. 

 
 
Macro-Economic Analysis 

Global Perspectives 
 

Economic Summary 
 
Deleveraging has been an overriding theme for the past five years.  We are over half way 
through the current cycle as private sector deleveraging is coming to an end, while the 
public sector is still in the early stages.  Household leverage is starting to increase, 
although unlikely to accelerate to the levels seen through 2004-2007.  This period was 
driven by home equity loans and, in the absence of these, GDP growth will be slower than 
it was through the previous cycle.   
 
On the public deleveraging front we are seeing lower US budget deficits.  2013 will be the 
first fiscal year during President Obama’s tenure that will see a deficit less than $1 trillion, 
with expectations that the 2013 shortfall will be in the area of $650B.  This is a sound 
improvement but put in perspective, the Federal government borrowed $5.1T from 2009-
2012; it borrowed $5.8T from 1789 to 2008.   While progress has been made to curb the 
enormous budget deficits, the US debt trajectory remains on an unsustainable path. On 
September 17

th
, the bi-partisan Congressional Budget Office released its annual long-term 

budget outlook.  Their projections make it clear that the current trajectory is unsustainable 
and while it is hard to determine if, and when, US debt holders will stop buying US paper, 
the debt trajectory does not bode well for the government’s ability to finance itself in the 
long run, nor does it bode well for US Treasuries’ role as a global safe haven and the USD 
role as the reserve currency of the world. 
 
As a result of the deleveraging that has occurred over the past five years, the aggregate 
balance sheet for the 5 largest central banks continues to grow to unprecedented levels. 
As the Fed continues its asset purchase program, the Bank of England’s balance sheet 
remains stable. The European Central Bank’s balance sheet has been contracting, but 
this has been more than offset by Japan’s unprecedented asset purchase program which 
began earlier this year.  While this is providing stimulus to the economy, it brings with it its 
own set of risks as the implications of this policy experiment are unknown.  We have yet to 
see if or how central banks can back away from the market manipulation and what ripple 
effects will be seen.   
 
Global economic growth has shown signs of stabilizing, but despite this there have been 
minimal developments in global trade. Overall growth in global trade has remained barely 
positive over the past year despite some pockets of recent improvement.  We have yet to 
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see evidence of increased protectionism which is a major positive in itself, but this remains 
a risk in the event of global trade declines or a global recession. 
 
 

US Economic Outlook 
 
The magnitude of growth in the current cycle has been dampened by the ongoing secular 
deleveraging cycle.  Although growth to date has been lackluster, there are signs that we 
are mid-cycle.  Profits appear to be peaking or close to it; credit growth is strong; and 
policy is still accommodative.  The job market is expanding, although at a slow pace. and 
the cumulative job creation is still lower than the total jobs lost in the last recession.   
 
The US consumer remains the linchpin of the economy, with personal consumption 
contributing 1-1.5% of the 2% growth rate.  We expect that the consumer will continue to 
contribute at this pace, with some small upside as we move beyond the payroll tax hikes 
effects.  Wages show some sign of acceleration in the most recent month and we 
anticipate that the labour market will strengthen to levels seen earlier this year.   
 
Over the past 12 years, a major source of cash for the consumer came from refinancing 
their mortgages at lower rates. During the bubble, this was also accompanied by equity 
withdrawal, while recently it was more focused on reducing the monthly mortgage 
payments. That trend appears to have come to an abrupt slow down with refinancing 
applications approaching the lowest levels since 2001. 
 
There is evidence of substantial progress on consumer deleveraging through mortgage 
debt decreases.  Real estate values as a whole, compared to GDP, are approaching 
levels only seen during the last bubble. This suggests some longer term concern over the 
potential for prices to outpace GDP growth without major corrections.  Recent data 
suggests a slowing in the rate of increase. Positive momentum in price has helped 
establish improved future expectations on the consumer level related to housing, but the 
recent slowing of growth is important to prevent the affordability from presenting new 
challenges.  
 
We expect housing to maintain its positive impact to GDP for several quarters despite 
recent slow in new permits, starts and sales. Long duration multi-unit projects will be 
supportive, but the net contribution of housing to GDP will be smaller over the next several 
quarters.   
 
Business investment has been volatile through 2013, and the forward looking indicators 
have been mixed.  In our base scenario we expect business investment to contribute up to 
0.5% to GDP for the next 12 months. Although we don’t expect it in the near future, we 
look for weakness in these numbers as indication of a cyclical decline in business 
investment, and signs of a possible recession. 
 
From the public sector, the drag from lower government spending is waning, and is likely 
be flat to a small detraction going forward. 
  
Overall, the economy appears to be growing at a 2-2.5% rate, with low levels of inflation 
and stimulative central bank policy.  Risks remain from the political instability in 
Washington and the uncertainty this creates for business investment.   
 
 

Canadian Economic Outlook 
 
The Canadian consumer is over-leveraged, and susceptible to downward shock.  We 
remain cautious that the current levels of debt could easily push households over the 
spending cliff.  Rising interest rates are of particular concern, although this will be slow 
moving as the Bank of Canada does not appear ready to increase overnight lending rates 
in the near future. The pace with which fixed mortgage and lending rates will impact the 
economy is slow moving.   
 
The outlook remains cloudy for the Canadian housing market; the most likely case is a 
small negative impact rather than an outright burst of the housing market.  The household 
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debt to disposable income ratio is at all-time highs of 163%, suggesting little ability for 
consumer debt growth. Additionally, housing price increases have continued to occur 
almost uninterrupted leaving the market over confident and unprepared for a significant 
decline. The recent increase in discounted five year mortgage rates adds head winds.  
The market is benefiting from long duration build times associated with multi-unit 
construction.  
 
Canadian trade has been relatively stable over the past year. Net trade has not resurged 
to 2008 levels due to the relative slow global growth, dragged down by Europe, combined 
with sluggish US growth. Going forward, acceleration in global or US growth is likely to be 
associated with increased commodity prices which will have significant positive impacts on 
Canadian trade balances.  Given our US and global economic backdrop we do not expect 
quick acceleration in these numbers and, therefore, the contribution of trade to GDP will 
remain lethargic.   
 
Overall the Canadian economy is much more susceptible to downward shocks than the 
US economy given the leverage from the consumer segment.  That said, the economy is 
highly dependent on US and global growth and will likely continue its pace of slow growth 
until a shock emerges. 
 

  Economic Conclusion 
 
Economic growth is slow by historical standards, but remains expansionary. Downside 
risks from the financial crisis have dissipated, and there are some positive signs from the 
US consumer.  Despite this, the economy remain susceptible to shocks from Europe’s 
high unemployment and an undercapitalized banking system; China’s attempt to 
rebalance its economy; Japan’s struggle to escape from twenty years of 
disinflationary/deflationary conditions; and the US’s growing debt and fractured political 
system. Additionally, central banks have entered into a massive policy experiment, from 
which they will try to escape over the coming quarters, the repercussions of which are 
unknown. 

 
 
Prepared for information purposes only and does not constitute investment, legal, accounting, tax or other professional advice. 
 
Any statements contained herein that are not based on historical fact are forward-looking statements.  Any forward-looking statements represent the 
portfolio manager’s best judgment as of the present date as to what may occur in the future.  However, forward-looking statements are subject to many 
risks, uncertainties and assumptions, and are based on the portfolio manager’s present opinions and views.  For this reason, the actual outcome of the 
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